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Red rock audiences rate festival
films

The widely popular Sedona International Film Festival raced over the finish line earlier this month,
having completed its nine-day run, shown 168 films and entertained more than 10,000 filmgoers
for its 20th year.

High points of the festival included presentations by Susan Sarandon, Mariel Hemingway, Shirley
Knight, Stefanie Powers, Kweku Mandela, James Redford, Jeremy Leven, Terrance and Oorlagh
George and Naomi Watts. 

“Every year, we hear from both filmmakers and those who attend the films that the experience is
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Mariel Hemingway talks to the media Thursday, Feb. 27, just before the screening of "Running
from Crazy," a documentary featuring Mariel and other members of the famous Hemingway
family. The film includes a focus on her boundless advocacy for mental health awareness. (Betsey
Bruner/Arizona Daily Sun)
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like none other, and that’s a standard we hold in incredibly high regard,” said Patrick Schweiss,
the festival executive director. “And every year, we are humbled by those very words.” 

NEW FILM COMPANY IS BORN

The festival also was the launching point for a new collaboration that involves Sarandon, who
helped announce the formation of a film company, Reframed Pictures. The mission of the new
company is to create and support films that entertain and raise awareness about human rights
and social justice issues. Reframed Pictures organizers also plan to take awareness one step
further by creating opportunities for action associated with each film. 

“If you look at ‘Waiting for Mamu,’ produced by the three principals of Reframed Pictures, and
‘Life on the Streets,’ the first film under the Reframed Pictures banner, you can understand the
powerful, and at times troubling, stories the company will pursue and tell through its productions,”
Schweiss said. “How you measure a call to action will really be reflected by the nature and
content of the films, but I believe that a fundamental call to action underlying each film will be to
step up and help make change.”

Schweiss added that being the platform to launch Reframed Pictures was “incredibly exciting for
the Sedona International Film Festival and, we believe, reinforces the hard work by our board,
staff and volunteers to build the Festival’s reputation and credibility.”

The company is considering several new projects, but there have been no official
announcements on projects yet, he added.

WINNING FILMS ARE CHOSEN

Organizers have also announced winning films in a number or categories, including the Audience
Choice Award for Best of Fest, which went to  “The Letters,” the story of how Mother Teresa
changed hearts and lives and inspired millions, and “The Broken Circle Breakdown” and “Waiting
for Mamu,” which collected Audience and Directors’ Choice Awards for Best Foreign Film and
Best Documentary, both short and humanitarian, respectively. 

The winning film, “The Broken Circle Breakdown,” a Belgian film nominated for an Academy
Award in the Best Foreign Film category, is an intensely moving portrait of a relationship that is
tested when tragedy strikes. “Waiting for Mamu,” a film by directed by Thomas Morgan and
produced by Sarandon, tells the story of Pushpa Basnet, who has created a home for Nepalese
children imprisoned along with their parents. Basnet, known as Mamu by the 40 children living in
her home, was the 2012 CNN Hero of the Year.

AUDIENCES WEIGH IN, TOO

There are many winning films from the 2014 Sedona International Film Festival. Audience Choice
Awards went to the following films: “Grounded,” Animated Film; “Into the Silent Sea,” Student
Short; a tie, “Match Made” and “Young Americans,” Short Film; “Lion Ark,” Environmental;
“Waiting for Mamu,” Documentary Short; a tie, “Burzinski: Cancer is Serious Business, Part II,”
and “Alive Inside: A Story of Music & Memory,” Documentary; “The Broken Circle Breakdown,”
Best Foreign Film; “Le Chef,” Best Feature Comedy; “Wish You Well,” Best Feature Drama; and
“The Letters,” Best of Fest.

DIRECTORS PICK WINNERS

Directors’ Choice Awards went to the following films: “Blue,” Best Animated Film; “Adonis,” Best
Short Film; “Into the Silent Sea,” Best Student Short Film; a tie, ” Life According to Sam,” and
“Toxic Hot Seat,” Best Documentary Feature; “Ice,” Best Short Documentary; “Bringing It
Home,” Best Environmental Film; “The Broken Circle Breakdown,” Best Foreign Film; “Along the
Roadside,” Best Feature Drama; “Girl on a Bicycle,” Best Feature Comedy; “The Rocket,” Best
Humanitarian Film (narrative); “Waiting for Mamu,” Best Humanitarian Film (documentary); “The
Activist,” “Mad Ship” and “Bridegroom,” Best Independent Spirit; “For the Birds,” Best
Independent Spirit; “Short Term 12,” Bill Muller Excellence in Screenwriting Award; “The Joe
Show,” Activism Award; “The Only Real Game,” American Spirit Award; and “We Will Make It
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